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DIVE INTO THE WORLD OF ZINES AT ROBERTA’S ART GALLERY 
 
Whitewater, Wis., Oct. 4, 2021 - This October, Roberta’s Art Gallery 
welcomes Milwaukee based artist Diana H. Chu in her exhibit, 
“NOWHERE/ NOW HERE,” running through October 4 - 28, 2021. 
Chu specializes in zine art, which are self-published illustrations, 
prints, or graphics produced in small quantities that often tell a story.  
 
Her exhibit consists mostly of multiple different zines, many of them 
presented together as a short story, saying, “I came late to this shifting, 
weird little world of zines and alternative comics, but I love it here.” 
The exhibit itself takes an alternative form: with rugs and pillows laid 
across the ground for guests to sit and read Chu’s artwork. Guests are 
also encouraged to write/journal while at the gallery, and even 
encouraged to take their shoes off for a more comforting experience. 
 
Chu was raised in both the United States and China, as she describes, “Growing up in Hong 
Kong from the ages of eight to eighteen, I wasn't exposed to punk scenes or indie publishing 
during the crest of my teens,” explaining life before her discovery of zine art. Chu spent 10 years 
living in Hong Kong, and is now currently living in Milwaukee.  
 
She earned her Bachelor’s of Fine Arts in Communication Design and Costume Design from 
Washington University in Saint Louis, and then went on to earn her Master’s of Fine Arts in  
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Illustration Practice from the Maryland Institute College of Art. 
Chu also specializes in illustration and graphic design, and has 
worked as a commercial illustrator/designer for the last  
eight years. 
 
Dive into Chu’s world of zines on Wednesday, October 13, at 5 
p.m. via the University Center’s Facebook Live  for a virtual 
discussion into Chu’s experience, explanations, and art. Or, feel 
free to stop by Roberta’s Art Gallery afterwards from 5:30 - 
6:30 p.m. to meet the artist herself. Light refreshments will be 
provided as well. 

 
“It's a delight and privilege working with UW-Whitewater and 
being featured in a lineup of such diverse makers,” Chu says. 
 
Roberta’s Art Gallery is located on the first floor of the James 
R. Connor University Center (UC) at UW-Whitewater. The 
gallery hosts multiple exhibits each semester by collaborating 
with the artists--both locally and regionally. Many of our events 
will be held virtually and/or in person this semester. Our hours 
are Monday - Thursday 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. and Friday 10 a.m. - 2 
p.m. 
 
Roberta’s Art Gallery prides itself on all of their exhibits being free and open to the public. This 
means anyone: whether you’re a student, a Whitewater community member, or someone wanting 
to support the artist, stop on by! For questions or further information, contact Roberta’s Art 
Gallery at (262) 472-3193 or ucart@uww.edu or visit our website.  
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